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Preface

Dear readers!
Mid-february, the exams of the last term are just over and the next
are already on the horizon. During the holidays our teammembers
have a lot to do, especially in case of the rapid timetable and the
Roll Out is no longer so far away.

In this edition we will bring you up-to-date and inform you about
our wide-ranging events, daily achievements and our upcoming
appointments. You will also find out why students take part at the
TU Graz Racing Team and how we spent our teambuilding-day.
The #12daysofcomp challenge and the #10yearschallenge have
been fun for us and we joined them with pleasure. Organizing
Glühwein stands did not only increase our teamspirit, we also
used it to earn money for our project.
We prepaired all the details and informations on the following
pages.
Keep on racing!
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Why I am part of the TU Graz
Racing Team
The TU Graz Racing Team has about 50 members, most of them
joined this year. In order to get so many new members we recruit
every fall at the TU Graz and also at Karl-Franzens-Universität.
The questions we ask ourself here is: Why should someone be
that interested in the team and how can you motivate someone to
be part of it?

On the following pages three new teammembers tell you about
their story and why they do not regret being part of the TU Graz
Racing Team.
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Damian Schuster, 3rd Semester of Biomedical
Engineering (Bachelor), Modul Electronics

I became aware of the team through a poster and then took part in the
introductory event. I was very impressed by the community, the team
spirit and the participation in competitions and I was also willing to
learn something new and keep myself busy in a meaningful way. As
expected, I do invest a lot of time in my module. The amount of work
varies greatly but nevertheless I try to help out other modules
whenever I have the time to do so. I think it’s great to educate onself
further on topics that are not covered at university, especially putting
the theory into practice. In my case, I’ve learned a lot about board
design and got the opportunity to take a couple of company tours that
are not available to individuals. I’m curious to see what the ongoing
season has in store for us: the implementation of the components in
the car, the general construction of the car, the work with carbon and
the upcoming events and competitions. Personally, I consider the
community as the most valuable attribute of the team, because
everyone involved is a student and not a professional in their field.
Everyone is able to try out, to tinker, to work and have fun in a
pleasant environment – basically enjoying learning by doing. In
addition, team members benefit from a high reputation, especially by
companies that operate in the motorsport field. We all learn to work in
teams and prove that we are willing to invest a lot of time in a
voluntary project out of pure interest.
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Stefan Schöpf, 1st Semester of Industrial
Engineering (Master), Module DAQ

I have been interested in the racing team for a long time, but only now
did I find the time to actively participate in the team and push the
module forward. A friend of mine is a team member and his
enthusiasm and his stories have motivated me to become a member
myself. The “open day“ confirmed that I have found something
suitable for me. I greatly appreciate the practical application in the
context of various simulations, such as the “Lap Time Simulation“.
Those simulations offer a perfect complement to academic studies,
particularly because the area of computer science is negleted at
university. I work an average of 5-10 hours a week, doing most of my
work at home and only coming to the office for meetings and
reconciliations with teammates. Due to several leisure activites, I have
been integrated in the team from the beginning on, got to know my
colleagues really well and internalized the special spirit. The racing
team is definitely not only a working environment but also a place for
pleasure. Luckily all of my expectations are met. I enjoy being part of
the team because I can work in appealing surroundings with cool
people and learn cool things for later life.
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Melanie Sochatzy, 7th Semester of Business
Administration (Bachelor), Module OPR

A part of the racing team presented itself in one of my classes and
immediately aroused my interest. As a business administration
student I do not represent the typical team member but I allowed
myself to be concinved by the “open day“ and have been overjoyed by
my decision ever since. I was particularly impressed by the unique
team spirit, which has also become my greatest motivition for
investing many hours in the team. The work definitely lives up to my
expectations and is very diversified due to many different tasks.
Wheter brainstorming for the business plan, sponsorship or event
organization, there is always work to do. I especially like the fact that I
am able to apply my theoretical knowledge outside of my studies,
establish contacts, and learn new things in business management and
motor sports. Due to many team activites at the beginning, I got
accepted into the team very quickly and I am really looking forward to
the challenges in summer, when we will compete against other
Formula Student teams from all over the world. I am convinced that
team membership will open new doors even after graduation and that
everyone benefits from the large network. Through voluntary work, it
is possible to prove one’s extraordinary commitment and motivation
as well as appreciation of team work.
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Teambuilding
All team members participated in a democratic vote and
consequently chose go-kart driving as the next team building
event, which took place in mid-november. Most of the team
members were already practicing go-karting, but a lot of new
members took up this challenge for the first time and thus gave
the trip a particular importance. After a maximum of two minutes
on the go-kart, any nervousness turned into pleasure and the
fighting spirit prevailed. Ten team members were allowed to
compete against each other in one go and delivered an intense
twenty-minute race. For those unfamiliar with the go-kart - the
physical effort must not be underestimated! After all the team
members had their turn, the winner of each group and the overall
winner was selected and was given a small price.
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#10yearschallenge

In January 2019 there was a trend on
Instagram: the #10yearschallenge. We
compared the TANKIA 2008 with the TANKIA
2018 and got 1.725 Likes!
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#12daysofcomp Challenge
Nearly

every

Formula

Student

Team

took

part

at

the

#12daysofcomp challenge on Instagram as well. Therefore you
had to post one picture every day for 12 days of the last
competitions the team took part in and had to nominate another
team, which has to continue this challenge on their account.
We startet with FS Germany, when the TANKIA 2016, also called
Gitte, reached the 7th place overall.
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Glühwein stand
There are plenty of events coming up this season, for which we will
be using various themes on given occasions.
After the great success of our Oktoberfest, we held the annual
Glühweinstand (mulled wine event) on december 12, which took
place in the Kopernikusgasse for the first time ever. From the early
afternoon on, all members and a great number of guests gathered at
the party tent. Everyone enjoyed a pleasant evening with christmas
songs, mulled wine and homemade punch and got into the
Christmas spirit even more.
We look forward to all the upcoming events and would like to
cordially invite you to our spritzer event on March 7, 2019 at four
o’clock p.m.
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Coming Soon...
A lot has happenend over the past months and much more is
going to happen in the following months. After optimizing the
concept until November, it could finally be implemented into a
solid digital construction by the end of last year. This means, we
already know what our TANKIA 2019 is supposed to look like and
now it is time that we are putting those plans into action. The
cooperations with our partners are already running at full speed
and every day we get one step closer to the completion of our
TANKIA. It is still a long way until the Roll Out but we will manage
this challenge as a team, together with our supporters. Currently,
we are working nonstop on mould making in our workshop, so that
we can start manufacturing our carbon monocoque and
aerodynamic components in mid-February. These will be
produced once again in Salzburg at Mubea CarboTech, a big
thank you for the support! Only recently we have been back with
our engines at the engine test bench at the AVL. This allows us to
get the most out of our powertrain. A big thank you to AVL Racing
for their many years of support. As you can see, we are working
on all levels to finish the TANKIA 2019 in time. At this point, we
would like to thank all our supporters and partners for their help!
Although it may affect daily operations at times, we want to assure
you, that your commitment and help do not go unnoticed!
We are looking
forward to
welcome you at
the Roll Out!
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Events
Competitions
FSAE Michigan, 8th —11th May 2019
FS Netherlands, 7th—11th July 2019
FS Austria, 28th July—1st August 2019
FS Germany, 5th—10th August 2019
FS Spain, 20th—25th August 2019

Exhibitions
JobTech 2019 at Red Bull Ring, 27th Februar 2019
AutoEmotion at Messe Graz, 15th —17th März 2019
ACstyria Leichtbautag at Red Bull Ring, 25th April 2019
Spring Exhibition Graz, 26th April—1st Mai 2019
International Vienna Motor Symposium, 15th Mai 2019
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Roll Out 2019

25. April 2019
Alte Technik Graz,
Rechbauerstraße 12
HS II
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Sponsors
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Impressum
TU Graz Racing Team
Inffeldgasse 25D
A - 8010 Graz

P.O. Box:
Inffeldgasse 25D
A - 8010 Graz
ZVR Nr.: 047946451

Team leader 2019
Jodok Hämmerle
jodok.haemmerle@racing.tugraz.at
+43 664 75 00 09 87

Banking details
Raiffeisenlandesbank Steiermark
TU Graz Racing Team
8010 Graz, Austria
IBAN: AT06 3800 0000 0778 6429
BIC: RZSTAT2G

General requests via e-mail inquiry:
info@racing.tugraz.at
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